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Established in 1993, with commitment to both our 
customers and staff alongside a strong ethos of a 
standards driven approach, Regency Security has 
grown to become one of the premier National 
Security Consultants in the UK, providing a 
complete range of security services to an ever  
changing marketplace.
 
These services include Door Supervision, Close 
Protection, Event Security & Stewarding, Guarding, 
Mobile Patrols, Key Holding, Alarm Response and 
tailor-led Training Courses from an award winning, fully 
accredited Training Company. With this wide range of 
highly professional services available to our clients we 
believe that this enables The Regency Security Group 
to be not just a provider of security personnel, but 

an invaluable answer for our customers complete  
security solution.
 
With an array of industry-led accreditations and 
our strong established relationships with Police and 
licensing authorities across the country, your security 
matters could not be in safer hands.
 
In a tough, competitive, commercial environment we 
understand that you demand more from your security 
operatives and at Regency Security Services (UK) Ltd 
we ensure that we go that extra mile to guarantee that 
our security operatives not only complete their tasks to 
the best of their abilities but also exceed expectations 
and enhance your business.
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WELCOME
Established in 1993

 Conor Powers - Executive Director  •  Gary Powers - Managing Director



One of the keys to The Regency Security Group’s 
success is the strong management structure that is 
in place. Regency Security has combined our mission 
statement and quality objectives to ensure our clients 
are fully aware of our commitment to service and 
standards. From the Director and management team, 
to the office staff and security personnel, we are all 
committed to providing a standard of excellence 
beyond normal expectations.

Whether it is our office staff and Management’s strict 
adherence to British Standards and ISO 9001:2008, 
or the very highest industry specific accreditation 
the ACS (Approved Contractor Scheme) from the 
Security Industry Authority (SIA), Regency Security are 
constantly ensuring a standard of excellence within the 
Security industry and to you, our clients.

Our quality management systems are regularly audited 
both internally and externally, guaranteeing that the 
business is operating in a professional, compliant and 
effective way in accordance to the required standard.

➤	Continuity of service

➤	Sustained quality and best practise

➤	Clear customer focus and flexibility

➤	Strong leadership and innovation

➤	Partnerships with the extended police family

➤	A company of quality and accountability 

➤	Extensive industry experience throughout the  

 Management Team

➤	Standard driven company
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EFFECTIVE
MANAGEMENT

From left to right; •  Richard Wellham - Operations Director  •  Paul DeAngelis - Business Director  •  Kate Gray - Commercial Director
 •  Lee Hornsby - Operations Director (Doorsec Security Solutions)  •  Paul Burningham - Compliance Manager



ACS - The objective of the SIA’s  
Approved Contractor Scheme is to raise 
performance standards and to assist  
the private security industry in developing 

new opportunities.

ACS Pacesetters - The ACS 
Pacesetters membership is 
made up of Contract Security 
Guarding Companies who are 

in the top 15% bench marking and achievement levels 
set by the SIA’s Approved Contractor Scheme.

CSAS - The Regency Security 
Group was awarded the CSAS 
Accreditation in 2010 The 
scheme creates a framework for 

public and private bodies to work in partnership with 
the police, providing additional uniformed presence in 
communities. The Regency Security Group is one of the 
few private companies to be awarded the accreditation 
in the UK. 

BSIA - The BSIA is a 
trade association for 
the professional security 

industry in the UK. Its mission is to be the voice of 
the private security industry, supporting members and 
encouraging excellence, whilst educating the market 
place on the value of quality and professional security. 

ISO - The Regency Security 
Group gained the ISO 9001: 
in 2004 ISO 9001:2008 is 
focussed on meeting customer 

expectations and delivering customer satisfaction. 
It is a nationally recognised accreditation across  
all industries.

Alcumus Safe Contractor - A 
leading third party accreditation 
scheme which recognises extremely 
rigorous standards in health and safety 

management amongst contractors

BS7858 - Security screening of individuals 
employed in a security environment. Code of 
Practise - This British Standard helps employers to 
screen security personnel before they employ them. It 
gives best-practise recommendations, sets the standard 
for the security screening of staff in an environment 
where the safety of people, goods or property  
is essential.

BS7960 - Door Supervisors. Code of Practise - 
This standard is aimed at service providers delivering 
door supervision to licensed premises and events and 
for those licensed premises and events that employ 
door supervisors directly. It is a code of practise on the 
organisation, staffing (including training), operation and 
management of such a service provider. 

BS7499 - Static site guarding and mobile 
patrol service. Code of Practise - This British 
Standard gives recommendations for the management, 
staffing and operation of an organisation providing 
security guarding services on a static site and/or mobile 
patrol basis.

BS7984 - Key holding and response service. 
Code of Practise -  Gives recommendations for the 
management, staffing and operation of an organization 
providing keyholding and response services on a 
contracted basis. It also provides best practise in 
security companies and principles in keyholding.

.

The Regency Security Group has always stayed true to our ethos of being 
a standards driven company.  With each individual accreditation we have 
always been at the very forefront of compliance.
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EFFECTIVEEFFECTIVE
COMMITMENT
Accreditations



As one of the UK’s largest national security consultants 
and ACS accredited companies, The Regency Security 
Group are extremely proud of our association with 
some of the country’s leading blue chip leisure chains. 
Our highly trained and vetted security teams can be 
seen across the country.

With each brand having its own identity and specific 
criteria, we understand the importance of tailoring  
each individual security team to enhance our customers 
brand.

All our security teams are fully SIA compliant and 
closely audited by the Regency Management Team to 
ensure that our clients are happy with performance 
levels and service delivery. All personnel undergo 
regular structured in house training programmes that 
vastly supersede national industry requirements. 

➤	Fully licensed staff

➤	ACS Pacesetters company

➤	Smart uniformed teams

➤	Regular management audits

➤	Nationwide coverage

➤	Tailor made security solutions

➤	Comprehensive PI & PL Insurance

➤	Vetted to BS7858

➤	Adheres to BS7960

➤	24/7 365 Control Room
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EFFECTIVE DOOR
SUPERVISION
Door Supervisors - Regency Security Services (UK) Ltd

Leading the way in Door Supervision since 1993...

“A truly personalised approach, ensuring that our 

unique needs are met, balancing complete safety of our 

customers with that of a professional presence if required.  

It has been reassuring that Regency has the scope and 

capacity to work closely with the Hollywood Bowl Group 

as our business continues to expand”.

Mark Francis - Operations Director
Hollywood Bowl Group PLC



Doorsec Security Solutions (UK) Ltd is a division of the 
Regency Security Group who specialise in providing 
security solutions to some of the most iconic brands 
in the industry such as Ministry of Sound, Egg and 
The Deltic Group to name but a few. Dealing with 
the largest names and venues in the nightclub world, 
Doorsec have been leading the way and setting 
standards for many years.

Supplying a tailored and comprehensive service to 
venues of all sizes and sectors, we believe the client’s 
needs are always paramount and with this view in 
mind we can always ensure that your requirements are 
met to the full and our management consultants are  
always on hand.

Doorsec delivers the industry’s highest quality security 
services based on one key element, Investing In People: 
Through excellent training and management support, 
we ensure our teams are keen, attentive, competent 
and dedicated to minimising risk across your business.
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“Ministry of Sound has extremely high standards and 

expectations of its staff and Doorsec consistently meet 

these; responsiveness to management, intelligence, training 

provision and quality of doorstaff along with a high degree 

of customer care and safety management are all critical 

factors in our relationship”.

Hector Dewar - COO

EFFECTIVE
SUPERVISION
Doorsec - Doorsec Security Solutions (UK) Ltd

Doorsec Security Solutions delivering the highest level of security 
to the most iconic brands in the industry…



In 2010  The Regency Security Group was awarded the 
Community Safety Accreditation Scheme accreditation.

The low-end police powers enable us to tackle anti-
social behavior, where once we may have had limited 
legal ability to do this. It also enables information 
sharing between the local forces and our own staff 
where it is deemed mutually beneficial to both ours 
and their roles.

The Regency Security Group are appointed by various 
councils and universities to carry out patrols in local 
areas to monitor anti-social behaviour and report such 
incidents back to the police. The Regency Security 
Group are the only company in Essex to gain the 
accreditation.  All of our CSAS personnel are uniformed 
and are equipped with body cameras to carry  
out patrols. 
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“Since June 2016 Regency Security Services has been 

providing Community Street Marshals to Tiptree Parish 

Council. Regency are the first private security company in 

the country to carry out a service like this. The 6 month 

trial was successfully passed, so much so the contract 

has been extended. Anti-social behaviour and criminal 

damage to council property has reduced dramatically and 

all involved agree the scheme has been a huge successs”.

Kate Gray - Commercial Director

EFFECTIVE
MARSHALLING
Community Marshalling

Providing support to the local community…

➤	CSAS Accredited

➤	Fully uniformed staff including body cams

➤	Direct police liaison

➤	Fully licensed staff

➤	Adheres to BS7499

➤	24/7 365 Control Room



Our mobile patrols are a great enhancement to our 
alarmed response service.  It is only too often overlooked 
as night falls, that premises become vulnerable and easy 
targets.  The ever increasing values of unmanned sites 
are an escalating concern for businesses, not only from 
property loss but the disruption and damage that is 
caused during such incidents.

Our mobile patrol officers will visit sites and inspect 
them as discussed and agreed in an initial client meeting 
to ensure site integrity is maintained. All officers are 
equipped with a digital recording patrol system that 
provides our valued clients with evidence of site patrols.
We have emergency procedures and systems in place 
that enables our operation team to respond accordingly 
in any eventuality, often visiting sites through our backed 
up Remote CCTV suite.

➤	Tailor made solution for each client

➤	Visible presence at crucial times

➤	Emergency procedures in place

➤	Back up through CCTV suite

➤	Trackers on vehicles

➤	Lone Worker Protection

➤	All sites are fitted with control points

➤	Adheres to BS7499

➤	24/7 365 Control Room
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“We have utilised Regency Security for regular night time 

patrols for many years now. We have always been very 

impressed with Regency’s up to date technology and they 

regularly provide us with details of the site visits. Having 

patrols throughout the night means that we can rest 

assured that our business is being protected when we’re 

not there and that piece of mind is invaluable”.

John Meehan - Managing Director

EFFECTIVE
PATROLS
Mobile Patrols

Our security is your peace of mind…



Our response officers are specially trained to respond 
to various types of potentially dangerous situations, 
in a calm and professional manner. Whether they are 
responding to a real intruder alarm situation or a health 
and safety response, they proceed according to the 
client’s requirements and liaise with emergency services 
and alarm companies, to ensure that your premises or 
staff are safe and secure. Fortunately the majority of all 
alarms are false, but if your company uses staff as key 
holders they can be placed in a potentially dangerous 
situation and could leave the employer at risk of a 
liability claim resulting from the incident. Let Regency 
Guarding cover the risk and unless your premises suffer 
an intrusion or damage, your key holders will only learn 
of the alarm the next working day.

➤	Peace of mind 

➤	Staff specially trained to deal with all situations

➤	Liaise with emergency services on your behalf

➤	Remain on site until site is secure again

➤	Negates the need for a member of your staff to  

 attend a potentially dangerous situation

➤	24/7 365 Control Room

➤	Adheres to BS7984

“We have used Regency as our Key Holder for many years. 

Having a key holder gives us huge piece of mind that 

should our alarm go off in the night, none of our staff 

are faced with having to visit our premises by themselves 

and potentially be faced with a dangerous situation. We 

have always found Regency to be professional and reliable 

and will continue to use their services as well as happily 

recommend them to others”.

Tracey Rigby - The Manager 
The Spa Maldon
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EFFECTIVE
RESPONSE
Key Holding / Alarm Response

Twenty four seven 365 days a year…



Remote CCTV monitoring is an important tool for 
all businesses, large and small, increasing security and  
lowering costs.

Here at Regency Guarding we have a purpose built 
Remote CCTV Monitoring Suite which is monitored 
24 hours a day, 365 days a year. After a site survey 
by one of our trained professionals, cameras will be 
set up at strategic locations around your site. Images 
from these cameras are then transmitted directly and  
instantly to the Remote CCTV Monitoring Suite. Our  
operators can then zoom in to assess the situation and 
decide what action needs to be taken. Operators are 
trained to distinguish between serious incidents and 
something which is of little significance. This means 
that police are only called when necessary which  
eliminates the problems which can be caused by the 
false alarms of other security and warning systems.

Benefits to Remote CCTV Monitoring: 

➤	Proactive in preventing crime

➤	Cost effective - can reduce security costs by up 

 to 80%

➤	Every location can be protected 24/7 365
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EFFECTIVE
MONITORING
CCTV

“Regency Security have undertaken the CCTV monitoring 

for our client installations for many years. They offer a 

smooth and efficient service with unparalleled support. We 

are always confident once we are finished an installation 

that our clients will be in the best hands”.

Matt Hewes - Managing Director 
Hewes Security



Despite the title of Static Guards, our guards are far 
from stationary.  A vital part of their duties is to conduct 
regular and thorough security patrols. Our SIA licensed 
static guards are a vital key resource to help companies 
reduce risks and prevent loses by being aware, alert 
and prepared at all times.

The Regency Security Group’s clients range from 
NHS sites to universities to showrooms. All of our 
guards are highly trained, professional and licensed 

and capable of providing you with the best level of 
protection customised to suit your business operations. 
Through our partner system, Logosoft, we are able to 
provide our clients with verified time and attendance 
information. The confirmed identity of the employee 
and the date and time of the arrival is captured and 
recorded with roster manager.

➤	Fully licensed staff

➤	Smart uniformed teams

➤	Real time attendance reports through partner  

 system, Logosoft

➤	24 hour site surveillance

➤	BS7499

➤	24/7 365
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“We have used the services of Regency for several years 

to help us protect the assets held by our business. We 

have found Regency to be prompt, decisive, reliable and 

consistent throughout our relationship.

We have never considered replacing Regency with a 

competitor as we have never needed to question the 

quality and cost effectiveness of their service”.

David White - Head of Finance - Westdrive Kia

EFFECTIVE
GUARDING
Static Guarding

Protecting your business…



Retail shopping stores are increasingly facing a high 
need for superior security. The annual bill for retail 
crime has soared to £613m with over 750,000 
incidents reported to the police. Customer theft still 
accounts for the majority of incidents of retail crime, 
at 83% of the total. The Regency Security Group 
fortunately can provide the right plan of action to 
stop theft and shrinkage with a professional retail  
security operation.

We understand that no 2 businesses or contracts 
are the same.  With this in mind we tailor make each 
security solution for each individual contract. All our 
retail guards are fully uniformed, vetted and hold a SIA 
license and you can be assured that they will represent 

your company in a positive and professional manner 
and integrate seamlessly to ensure the integrity of your 
brand is maintained.

➤	Fully uniformed, vetted and licensed staff

➤	Seamless integration between our operative and  

 your site

➤	Tailor made solutions

➤	Ensure your brand integrity is maintained
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EFFECTIVE
GUARDING
Retail Security

Securing your business while you are busy conducting yours…

“Best way to describe Regency: Service of Excellence!  They 

continue to provide us with outstanding service every time.  

Their dedication to customer service and professionalism 

has proven to be their standard practise”.

Mark Boden
Concept Store Group



We understand that safety is paramount at any event 
and it is our role to ensure that everything operates as 
it should in a safe and secure environment, allowing you 
to concentrate on the things that you need to devote 
yourself to at the busiest of times. Regency Events has 
extensive experience working with varied types of 
clients including Premiership Football Stadiums, Race 
Courses, Universities, Music Festivals, The Olympic 
Games, Horse Guards Parade, Boxing, MMA and Car 
Shows. We cover the full spectrum of services such as 
Crowd Control, Turnstile and Admission Manning, Car 
Park Stewarding & Guarding, Door Supervision, First 
Aid, Response Teams, Search Operatives as well as 
Security Event Management. 

Prior to any event commencing our fully qualified 
Operation Management team will conduct a full 
risk assessment and site survey. They will also work 
alongside you in liaison with local authorities and 

police licensing. All our event security personnel are 
clearly identified in hi-visibility clothing ensuring both 
crowd safety and health and safety requirements 
are fully met and compliant. All of our staff hold 
either a SIA license where required or a Stewarding 
Spectator Safety Level 2 qualification as well as World  
Host trained.
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“We were delighted with the excellent and professional 

service provided to us by Regency Security Services when 

we hosted a successful Rod Stewart concert at Carrow 

Road in June 2016 – so much so that we are more than 

happy to use them again when we host two massive Take 

That concerts here in June 2017. Their service is simply 

second to none”.

Ben Kensell - Director of Commercial

EFFECTIVE EVENTS
& STEWARDING
Event Security

Ensuring your event runs in a safe and secure environment…



We have a proven track record of delivering a security 
service to the likes of West Ham and Norwich City 
Football Clubs as well as sporting events such as MMA 
(Mixed Martial Arts) and Contenders

We offer an end to end security solution for all  
sporting events including ticket management, crowd 
control and VIP security management. Working along-
side the law enforcement authorities we can provide 
a search support function for the local police service.

All event team members are SIA licensed and receive 
appropriate additional training to ensure they can 
carry out all tasks required by you and the event. The 
team are capable of identifying and controlling poten-
tial threats such as an over excited fan to overcrowding 
issues and deal with all risks in an effective manner to 
ensure the safety and security of all your guests.
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“Regency Security came on-board with Contenders in 

September 2016 to manage the security for our MMA 

sporting events at the Norfolk Showground Arena.  Their 

security personnel are always punctual, smart and have 

an awesome presence in the arena.  They excel at being 

both responsive, but friendly and we count the security 

guys as part of our team”.

Clare Newman - Contenders

EFFECTIVE EVENTS
& STEWARDING
Event Security

Liaising with local authorities on your behalf…

➤	Extensive experience in major events

➤	Regency Management Team onsite 

➤	Bespoke solution for each individual event

➤	Liaise with local authorities on your behalf

➤	Full complement of event services offered



Regency Security Close Protection deliver a 
professional and discreet style of close protection 
through dedicated security personnel. Regency will 
provide you with a highly professional and experienced 
protection team. All of our CP Operatives are trained  
to the highest level in a wide variety of tactical, 
protective and security related subjects including first 
aid, protocol and diplomacy. Most CP Operatives come 
from an ex-military or police background and all are 
widely experienced in the field of Close Protection. 
Regency Security Close Protection is synonymous with 
quality and discretion and will risk assess and tailor make 
each solution. From Personal Protection Coverage 
to Property and Valuable Asset Protection, Celebrity 
through to Risk Management and Reconnaissance, 
we will fully plan our activity and operation with you 
to ensure that we provide a protective capability that 
mitigates assessed risks and threats, therefore securing 
a safe environment in which our client can conduct 
their tasks.

➤	Professional and discreet

➤	Fully licensed staff

➤	Most CP operatives ex military or police

Professional, discreet and reliable…
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EFFECTIVE
PROTECTION
Close Protection



Regency Security Training Solutions has evolved from 
an accredited in-house training company, initially 
developed to train security operatives to legislative 
requirements and to reduce risk.

Our fully accredited and qualified instructors provide 
and deliver tailor-made training courses either in our 
state of the art facility or in the comfort of your own 
workplace. With a full complement of sector specific 

courses available along with the constant development 
with our customers of more custom packages you can 
be confident in the knowledge that all your training 
needs are covered.

➤	Level 2 Door Supervisors

➤	Upskilling for Door Supervisors

➤	First Aid

➤	Level 2 Crowd Safety

➤	Close Protection

➤	CCTV

➤	World Host

➤	Head Doorman Course

➤	Customer Service

Training tomorrow’s security professionals…
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“We have employed Regency for their Conflict 

Management and Customer Service courses both in 

their centre and on site at our venues. Their courses are 

organised very efficiently, the trainers are friendly and 

professional and we will continue to use Regency as our 

ongoing training partner”.

James Hall - G&J Leisure

EFFECTIVE
TRAINING
Security Training
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EFFECTIVE
TEAM  #regencyproud



TEAM  #regencyproud

Regency House, Century Drive,
Braintree, Essex CM77 8YG

Telephone: 01376 528888
Email:  info@regencysecurity.co.uk

‘We will exceed our clients’ 

expectations and promote a culture 

of continuous improvement’.

Gary Powers 
Managing Director



Regency House, Century Drive,
Braintree, Essex CM77 8YG
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